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Abstract
The biarc is a curve made by joining two circular arcs in a G1 fashion. There is a one-parameter family of biarcs that can match
given planar, two-pointG1 Hermite data. This note considers the range ofG1 Hermite data that can be matched, identiﬁes the region
in which the members of the family of biarcs lie, and shows that there is exactly one member biarc passing through each point in
that region.
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1. Introduction
Two-point G1 Hermite data are two sets of point and unit tangent vector data. A G1 continuous curve is continuous
with a continuously changing unit tangent vector. The biarc is a curve made by joining two directed circular arcs to
form a G1 continuous curve. The biarc has been applied to a wide variety of problems; recent examples are [3,6,7,9],
and the references contained therein. There is a one-parameter family of biarcs that can match given planar, two-point
G1 Hermite data. Most authors choose a member of the family of biarcs in some sensible way so that they have a unique
biarc that matches given G1 Hermite data; most authors restrict the magnitude of the rotation of the tangent vector of
the biarc to be less than 2 (see, for example, [1,4,8,10,12]).
Here the family of biarcs is considered and larger angles are allowed. It is seen below that the biarc formulas presented
here work sensibly with an angle of magnitude up to 4. Since there is a family of biarcs, it is of interest to ﬁnd the
boundaries of the region in which the biarcs lie. These boundary curves are formed from straight line segments and
circular arcs. It is shown that the biarcs completely ﬁll the region in such a way that there is a unique biarc passing
through each point in the region. Two results are: given a point in the region, explicit formulas give the unique biarc
that passes through it; and given a properly oriented and positioned line, explicit formulas give the unique biarc that is
tangent to that line and on one side of the line. The region for a restricted family of biarcs that match given G1 Hermite
data (Case 1.2(b) of Section 3) was treated in [5].
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There is an ambiguity in that there can be several families of biarcs that match the same two-point G1 Hermite data
(see Fig. 2). This ambiguity can be resolved by specifying the total rotation of the tangent vector in addition to giving
the usual two-point G1 Hermite data.
There are several advantages of the present method. Since a total rotation of up to 4 is allowed, rather than the more
common restriction of 2, some G1 Hermite data can be matched by one biarc rather than by several biarcs. Since the
whole family of biarcs is considered, a biarc that satisﬁes two-point G1 Hermite data and that (i) passes through a given
point, or (ii) is tangent to a given line, can be found.
2. G1 Hermite data
Conventional G1 Hermite data are two points A and B and unit tangent vectors TA and TB at those two points.
Assume the two points A and B are distinct as a biarc cannot interpolate data with A = B,TA = TB , and a circle of
any radius can interpolate A = B,TA = TB .
Rotation angles are oriented with a counterclockwise rotation taken as positive. Let the unit vector resulting from a
rotation about A of angle  from TA be denoted as
R() =
(
cos  − sin 
sin  cos 
)
TA.
To resolve an ambiguity illustrated later in this section (see Fig. 2), the total rotationW of the unit tangent vector is also
given. The total rotation is the angle from TA to TB plus or minus multiples of 2 and TB = R(W) (see Fig. 1).
It is convenient to put the G1 Hermite data in a standard form. Reﬂect the data across TA if necessary so that W is
non-negative. Let ,−< , be the angle from TA to B−A and let r = |B−A|, be the length of the vector B−A,
then B can be expressed as B = A + rR(). = 0,  are special cases where B − A is parallel to TA : = 0 speciﬁes
a biarc that is the straight line segment AB and  =  speciﬁes a biarc that is an inﬁnite straight line through A and B
that omits the segment AB. Henceforth, assume
−< < 0 or 0< < . (2.1)
Each arc of a biarc will be restricted so that it subtends an angle of less than 2. This restriction is imposed to avoid
having a complete circle for one of the arcs. If a complete circle is desired, it can be attached to the curve at any point
after the curve is drawn; such a circle could match the tangent to the curve and have any radius. Since each arc subtends
an angle of less than 2, the tangent vector to a biarc is restricted to a rotation of less than 4, or
0W < 4. (2.2)
The conventional G1 Hermite data will now be replaced by this enhanced G1 Hermite data that includes the total
rotation of the tangent vector. The enhanced data is expressed in terms of A,TA, r, , and W , and from here on, the
term G1 Hermite data will refer to this enhanced form.
A simple example shows why the enhanced G1 Hermite data is useful. Fig. 2 shows two biarcs that match the same
conventional G1 Hermite data. The S-shaped biarc has =/2,W =0, while the C-shaped biarc has =/2,W =2.
The value of W allows one to specify which of these two biarcs is desired.
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Fig. 1. Some examples of G1 Hermite data.
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Fig. 2. Two biarcs that match the same conventional G1 Hermite data, but W = 0 or 2.
3. Formulas for the biarc that matches given G1 Hermite data
3.1. Formulas for the biarc
Let the rotations of the tangent vectors in the two arcs be  and W − ;  will be used as the parameter of the
one-parameter family of biarcs. Since each arc is restricted to being less than a full circle, as mentioned in Section 2,
−2< < 2 and − 2<W − < 2. (3.1)
Several conventions are:
(a) Arc length is positive and tangent vectors point in the direction of increasing arc length.
(b) An “arc” of a biarc subtending a zero angle is a straight line segment.
(c) When the subtending angle is non-zero, a positive radius means that the centre of the circle is to the left as one
faces in the direction of increasing arc length.
(d) A directed arc that passes through a given point with a given tangent vector is speciﬁed by a signed angle and a
positive arc length.
Since the arc length in a circular arc is the product of its radius and angle, when the angle is non-zero, the angle
and the radius are of the same sign. A biarc can be a C-shaped curve or an S-shaped curve. These two shapes are
distinguished by whether the signed angles of the rotation of the tangent vectors of the two arcs have the same signs or
opposite signs.
The two arcs of the biarc that matches given G1 Hermite data will now be expressed in terms of the parameter .
Let sA and sB be the arc lengths of the two arcs. The vector from A to the joint of the two arcs (for  negative, zero, or
positive) is [4]
sA

[
sin R(0) + (1 − cos )R
(
2
)]
= sA 2 sin /2

R
(

2
)
, (3.2)
where the limit  → 0 is used instead of evaluation with = 0. A similar expression for the vector from the joint to B
is (for W −  negative, zero, or positive)
sB
W − 
(
cos  − sin 
sin  cos 
)(
sin(W − )
1 − cos(W − )
)
= sB
W − 
(− sin  + sinW
cos  − cosW
)
, (3.3)
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where the limit  → W is used instead of evaluation with =W . The two special values, = 0 and W , will be referred
to below as the limit cases. The limit cases occur when one of the arcs is actually a straight line. The equation for the
biarc is then
B − A = sA

[
sin R(0) + (1 − cos )R
(
2
)]
+ sB
W − 
[
(− sin  + sinW)R(0) + (cos  − cosW)R
(
2
)]
.
This equation is more conveniently written as
rR() = sA 2 sin /2

R
(

2
)
+ sB 2 sin(W − )/2
W −  R
(
W + 
2
)
. (3.4)
Taking the scalar cross-product (u × v = uxvy − uyvx) of both sides of (3.4) on the right by R((W + )/2) gives
r sin
(
W + 
2
− 
)
= sA 2 sin /2

sin
W
2
, (3.5)
and taking the scalar cross product of both sides of (3.4) on the left by R(/2) gives
r sin
(
 − 
2
)
= sB 2 sin(W − )/2
W −  sin
W
2
. (3.6)
The discussion now breaks into two cases depending on whether or not sinW/2 is zero.
Case 1: sinW/2 = 0 (which implies W = 0 and W = 2). Restriction (3.1), together with (3.5) and (3.6), gives
sA = r  sin((W + )/2 − )2 sin /2 sin W/2 , sB = r
(W − ) sin( − /2)
2 sin(W − )/2 sinW/2 . (3.7)
The limit case  = 0 gives
sA = r sin(W/2 − )
sin W/2
, sB = r W sin 2 sin2 W/2 .
The limit case  = W gives
sA = r W sin(W − )2 sin2W/2 , sB = r
sin( − W/2)
sinW/2
.
Joint: The joint of the two circular arcs is from (3.2):
A + sA 2 sin /2

R
(

2
)
= A + r
2 sinW/2
R() + r
2 sinW/2
R(− + ),  = 
2
− W
2
+ . (3.8)
As  varies, this joint moves in a circle whose centre and radius are evident in (3.8). This behaviour was noted in [11].
The limit cases  = 0 and  = W have the joint at
A + r sin(W/2 − )
sinW/2
R(0) and A + r sin(W − )
sinW/2
R
(
W
2
)
.
Arcs: Except in the limit cases, the signed radii of the two arcs are from (3.7) :
rA = r sin((W + )/2 − )2 sin /2 sinW/2 , rB = r
sin( − /2)
2 sin(W − )/2 sinW/2 , (3.9)
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Table 1
Ranges of  for various W
A B C D
W sin W2 − 2 W2 −
(
− 2
)

(0, 2) Positive (−2,−) (2, 3) (4− W + 2, 4+ 2)
(0,) (0,) (−W + 2, 2)
(2, 4) Negative (−, 0) (, 2) (2, 4− W + 2)
(, 2) (−, 0) (−4+ 2,−W + 2)
and the centres of the circles containing the two arcs are
CA = A + rAR
(
2
)
, CB = B + rBR
(
W + 
2
)
. (3.10)
Note that if the G1 Hermite data come from a circular arc, W = 2,
rA = rB = r2 sin  , CA = CB = A +
r
2 sin 
R
(
2
)
. (3.11)
The two circular arcs of this biarc are parts of that circular arc, and the joint is any point on that circular arc.
In the limit case  = 0, there are no rA and CA, but
rB = r sin 2 sin2W/2 , CB = B + rBR
(
W + 
2
)
.
In the limit case  = W , there are no rB and CB , but
rA = r sin(W − )2 sin2W/2 , CA = A + rAR
(
2
)
.
Angles: Eq. (3.1) implies that both  and sin /2 have the same sign, and that both W −  and sin(W − )/2 have the
same sign. sA and sB are both positive, so that from (3.7), sin( − /2) and sin((W + )/2 − ) must have the same
sign as sinW/2. Restrictions on  are now summarized in Table 1.
The entries in column A are straightforward. The entries in column B are derived from the fact that  − /2 is in
(−2, 2), but sin(− /2) must have the same sign as sinW/2. The entries in column C are derived from the interval
forW, the corresponding result in column B, and the fact that sin(W/2−(−/2))must have the same sign as sinW/2.
The entries in column D are a result of expressing the corresponding intervals in columns B and C as two intervals for
, then taking the minimum upper limit and the maximum lower limit.
The restriction expressed by (3.1) can be written as
−2< < 2 and − 2 + W < < 2 + W ,
and since W0, this gives
−2 + W < < 2. (3.12)
Combining (3.12) with the intervals in column D of Table 1 gives rise to four cases, actually subcases of Case 1.
Case 1.1: 4−W + 2< < 4+ 2,−2+W < < 2, and 0<W < 2. By (3.1), the lower bound of the ﬁrst
inequality must be 2, so 2 + 2W .
This means that  is negative. The two ranges for  can be combined to give
4 − W + 2< < 2 (−2 + W <W − < − 4 + 2W − 2). (3.13)
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A
B
Fig. 3. Case 1.1, = −0.4,W = 1.7.
A
B
Fig. 4. Case 1.2(a), = −0.2,W = 1.2.
Note, the range for W −  is needed to determine whether the biarc is S-shaped or C-shaped so it will be listed in
parentheses after the range for  in the cases below. It is clear from the range for  in (3.13) that  is positive. If
W < 2+, the upper bound on W − is negative so each biarc is S-shaped; if W > 2+, the lower bound on W −
is negative while the upper bound is positive so the family includes S-shaped and C-shaped biarcs.
The boundaries of the region are obtained from the lower and upper values of  in (3.13). This behaviour is seen
most easily by noting that the arcs in the biarcs belong to special families of circles. Each arc starting from A, arcA, is
tangent to TA at A; each arc arriving at B is tangent to TB at B. Thus, both these types of arcs ﬁll parts of the plane
without intersecting each other.
Limit as  approaches 4− W + 2 : rA = 0 in (3.9), so arcA is point A; arcB is the circular arc tangent to TB at B
and passing through A. Limit as  approaches 2 : arcB is the circular arc tangent to TB at B and tangent to the line
A + tTA,−∞< t <∞; arcA is the part of the line A + tTA starting at A (t = 0), going to t = ∞, coming back from
t = −∞, and arriving at the above point of tangency on arcB .
Fig. 3 illustrates several members of this family of biarcs. The boundary of the region is indicated by the wide grey
lines. The locus of the joint of the biarcs is shown as a thin grey circular arc. Figs. 4–10 use the same conventions as
Fig. 3.
Case 1.2: −W + 2< < 2,−2 + W < < 2, and 0<W < 2.
(a) If  + W , the two ranges for  can be combined to give
−2 + W < < 2 (W − 2<W − < 2), (3.14)
and since the lower limit must be less than the upper limit,
W < 2 + 2.
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Fig. 5. Case 1.2(b), = 0.4,W = 1.2.
Fig. 6. Case 1.3(a), = 0.3,W = 2.95.
Fig. 7. Case 1.3(b), = 0.4,W = 2.4.
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Fig. 8. Case 2.1, = 0.2,W = 0.
Fig. 9. Case 2.2(a), = 0.4,W = 2.
Fig. 10. Case 2.2(b), = −0.4,W = 2.
If < 0,  is negative and W −  is positive, so each biarc is an S-shaped curve. If > 0, the family includes S-shaped
and C-shaped biarcs.
The boundaries of the region are obtained from the lower and upper values of  in (3.14). Limit as  approaches
−2+W : arcA is the circular arc tangent to TA at A and tangent to the line B+ tTB,−∞< t <∞; arcB is the part of
the line B+ tTB starting at the above point of tangency on arcA, going to t = ∞, coming back from −∞, and arriving
at B (t = 0). Limit as  approaches 2 : arcA is the circular arc tangent to TA at A and passing through B; arcB is point
B (see Fig. 4).
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(b) If W <  + , the two ranges for  can be combined to give
−W + 2< < 2 (W − 2<W − < 2W − 2). (3.15)
Except for the case of circular arc data, W = 2 and (3.11), the lower bounds on  and W −  are opposite signs so the
family includes S-shaped and C-shaped biarcs.
The boundaries of the region are obtained from the lower and upper values of  in (3.15). Limit as  approaches
−W + 2 : arcA is point A; arcB is the circular arc tangent to TB at B and passing through A. Limit as  approaches
2 : arcA is the circular arc tangent to TA at A and passing through B; arcB is point B (see Fig. 5).
Note the following relation of Cases 1.1, 1.2(a), and 1.2(b):
0  +  2 + 2 2
↑ ↑ ↑
W W W
Case 1.2(b) Case 1.2(a) Case 1.1.
If > 0, there is no Case 1.1.
Case 1.3: 2< < 4 − W + 2, −2 + W < < 2, and 2<W < 4. Since W > 2, both  and W −  are
positive and the biarcs are C-shaped.
(a) If 2 + 2W , the two ranges for  can be combined to give
−2 + W < < 4 − W + 2 (−4 + 2W − 2<W − < 2), (3.16)
and since the lower bound must be less than the upper bound,
W < 3 + .
The boundaries of the region are obtained from the lower and upper values of  in (3.16). Limit as  approaches
−2+ W : arcA is the circular arc tangent to TA at A and tangent to the line B + tTB , −∞< t <∞; arcB is the part
of the line B + tTB starting at the above point of tangency, going to t = ∞, coming back from −∞, and arriving at
B (t = 0). Limit as  approaches 4−W + 2 : arcA is point A; arcB is the circular arc tangent to TB at B and passing
through A (see Fig. 6).
(b) If W < 2 + 2, > 0 and the bounds on  are
2< < 2 (−2 + W <W − <W − 2). (3.17)
The boundaries of the region are obtained from the lower and upper values of  in (3.17). Limit as  approaches
2 : arcA is the circular arc tangent to TA at A and passing through B; arcB is point B. Limit as  approaches 2 : arcB
is the circular arc tangent to TB at B and tangent to the line A + tTA, −∞< t <∞; arcA is the part of the line
A+ tTA starting at A (t = 0), going to t =∞, coming back from t =−∞, and arriving at the above point of tangency
(see Fig. 7).
Note the following relation of Cases 1.3(a) and 1.3(b):
2 2 + 2 3 + 
↑ ↑
W W
Case 1.3(b) Case 1.3(a)
If < 0, there is no Case 1.3(b).
Case 1.4: −4 + 2< < − W + 2,−2 + W < < 2, and 2<W < 4. The ﬁrst interval requires  to be
negative while the second requires  to be positive, so this case is not realizable.
Case 2: sinW/2 = 0 (which implies W = 0 or W = 2). For W = 0 or 2, (3.4) becomes
rR() = (sA + sB) 2 sin /2

R
(

2
)
or r R() =
(
sA

− sB
2 − 
)
2 sin

2
R
(

2
)
. (3.18)
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In (3.18) R() and R(/2) are parallel, so /2 −  must be an integral multiple of , however, the restrictions on  and
 limit the possibilities to

2
−  = −, 0,  or  = −2 + 2,  = 2 and  = 2 + 2. (3.19)
The joint curve is given in (3.2) (also, the left-hand expression in (3.8)). In this case,  is ﬁxed and sA varies, which
means that the joint curve is parallel to R(/2).
The two possible values of W, 0 and 2, give rise to two subcases of Case 2.
Case 2.1: W = 0. The left-hand formula (3.18) with = −2+ 2 ( is positive by (3.1)) and with = 2+ 2 (
is negative by (3.1)) leads to
r = −(sA + sB) sin 
 −  and r = (sA + sB)
sin 
 +  .
These cannot be used because they give a negative r. Formula (3.18) with  = 2 leads to
r = (sA + sB) sin 

. (3.20)
Since  andW −  = − have opposite signs, the biarc is S-shaped. As sA goes from 0 to r/ sin , sB goes from
r/ sin  to 0, while the sum is constant as shown in (3.20). The ﬁrst arc has centre A+ (sA/(2 ))R(/2) and sweeps
out an angle of 2; the second arc has centre B + (sB/(2))R(−/2) and sweeps out an angle of −2.
The boundaries of the region are the circular arc tangent to TB at B and passing through A and the circular arc
tangent to TA at A and passing through B. The joint curve is the line segment AB (see Fig. 8).
Case 2.2: W = 2. Here (3.12) shows that  is positive, which means the choice  = −2 + 2 of (3.19) cannot be
used. The other two choices lead to subcases (a) and (b).W −  = 2 −  is also positive, so each biarc is C-shaped.
(a) The right-hand formula (3.18) with  = 2 leads to
r = sin 
(
sA

− sB
 − 
)
. (3.21)
Since > 0 as mentioned above,  must be positive. As sA goes from r/ sin  to ∞, sB goes from 0 to ∞, while
satisfying (3.21). The ﬁrst arc has centre A + (sA/(2 ))R(/2) and sweeps out an angle of 2; the second arc has
centre B + (sB/(2 − 2))R(/2) and sweeps out an angle of 2 − 2.
The boundaries of the region are the raysA+ tTA,B− tTB, 0 t , and the circular arc tangent toTA atA and passing
through B. The joint curve is the ray B + tR(), 0 t (see Fig. 9).
(b) The right-hand formula (3.18) with  = 2 + 2 leads to
r = sin 
(
sA
 +  +
sB

)
. (3.22)
Since < 2 by (3.1),  must be negative. As sA goes from 0 to ∞, sB goes from r/ sin  to ∞, while satisfying
(3.22). The ﬁrst arc has centre A + (sA/(2 + 2))R(/2) and sweeps out an angle of 2 + 2; the second arc has
centre B + (sB/(−2))R(/2) and sweeps out an angle of −2.
The boundaries of the region are the raysA+ tTA,B− tTB, 0 t , and the circular arc tangent toTB atB and passing
through A. The joint curve is the ray A − tR(), 0 t (see Fig. 10).
4. Theoretical results
4.1. Two results from elementary geometry
In Section 3, a directed arc that passes through a given point with a given tangent vector is represented by a signed
angle and a positive arc length (part (d) of Section 3.1). In this section, the alternative of signed curvature and a positive
arc length works better.
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Fig. 11. Illustration for Result 1.
Result 1: The curvature of the directed arc through A with tangent to TA, arcA, that also passes through a given point
P is given by (4.2) (see Fig. 11).
Let the signed angle from TA to P − A be . The tangent vector of the circular arc from A to P rotates through an
angle of 2 and its arc length is
s = 
sin 
|P − A|, (4.1)
where the limit  → 0 is used instead of evaluation with  = 0. The curvature of this circular arc is
kA = 2 sin |P − A| .  (4.2)
If point P is on arcA, the angle  of arcA can be calculated as follows. Firstly, using (3.7),
kA = 
sA
= 2 sin /2 sinW/2
r sin((W + )/2 − ) ,
from which expansion of the sine in the denominator and rearrangement give
tan

2
= rkA sin(W/2 − )
2 sinW/2 − rkA cos(W/2 − ) . (4.3)
The above shows how to ﬁnd arcA of a biarc that passes through a given point P when it is known that P is on
arcA. Similar calculations give arcB of the biarc that passes through a given point P when it is known that P is
on arcB .
Result 2: The curvature of the directed arc through A with tangent to TA, arcA, that is also tangent to a given line
L(t) is given by (4.5) (see Fig. 12).
There is some discussion in Section 4.3 concerning the conditions on such a line. Here it is assumed there is a biarc
tangent to the given line. Suppose that the angle from TA to L(t) is  and the intersection point of A + uTA and L(t)
is I. The tangent vector of the circular arc that is tangent to L(t) rotates through an angle of  and its arc length is
s = 
tan /2
|I − A|, (4.4)
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Fig. 12. Illustration for Result 2.
Fig. 13. A biarc that passes through a given point, and a biarc that is tangent to and on one side of a given line.
where the limit  → 0 is used instead of evaluation with  = 0. The curvature of this circular arc is
kA = tan /2|I − A| .  (4.5)
A similar calculation to that in (4.3) gives arcA of the biarc that is tangent to the given line.
4.2. The biarcs ﬁll the region uniquely
Suppose P is a point in the allowable region. The joint curve separates the allowable region into two parts: regionA,
which is ﬁlled with examples of arcA, and regionB , which is ﬁlled with examples of arcB (see Fig. 13). If P is in the
regionA, then Result 1 and (4.3) show how to ﬁnd the arcA that passes through P; if P is in regionB a similar result
applies. Since a unique solution is always produced, the biarcs completely ﬁll the region and ﬁll it in such a way that
there is exactly one biarc through any given point in the allowable region. Furthermore, no two distinct biarcs of the
family intersect each other, except at A and B.
4.3. Boundary avoiding
It is of interest to ﬁnd a biarc that is on one side of a boundary. The unique biarc of the family that is tangent to and
that is on one side of a straight line boundary is found below, when such a biarc is possible. A recent paper [2] presents
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Fig. 14. Example—part of a violin.
Fig. 15. Example—scroll details.
an algorithm that can ﬁnd an arc spline (collection of biarcs) that is on one side of a boundary. This is more general
than the problem treated here. However, the biarc parameter in that paper is predetermined and there is no speciﬁc
requirement that the arc spline be tangent to the boundary.
It does not seem easy to completely specify the conditions when a biarc that is tangent to and that is on one side of
a straight line is possible. Two necessary conditions that a biarc be on one side of the line are: (a) the line should not
intersect the line segment AB, and (b) the line should intersect neither the pair of boundaries adjacent to A nor the pair
of boundaries adjacent to B.
Taking Case 1.3(b) in Figs. 7 and 13 as an example, it appears that a biarc can be found tangent to and on one side
of any line that does not intersect AB and that does not intersect the pair of adjacent boundaries at A or B. In Fig. 13,
line L0 is tangent to and on one side of the illustrated biarc. There are no biarcs on one side of line L1 because L1
intersects the pair of adjacent boundaries at A; there are no biarcs on one side of line L2 because L2 intersects the line
segment AB.
In any case where a biarc on one side of a line is possible, use Result 2 to choose the appropriate biarc. This result
has the following practical application. If the biarc curves represent the outline of an object, constraint by a straight
line could be useful when there is limited material out of which to cut the object.
4.4. An example
The following example shows a representation using biarcs of a part of a violin (see Figs. 14 and 15). The ﬁlled black
dots and arrows are the given G1 Hermite data. The small open circles are points through which the biarc is required
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Table 2
Values of the points, tangents, and tangent line in Figs. 14 and 15
Item Values
A,TA (1, 1), (0.999804, 0.0197981), (0,−1)
B,TB (405, 9), (0.999804, 0.0197981)
C,TC (450, 26), (0.776756, 0.629802)
D,TD (524, 86), (0.776756, 0.629802)
E,TE (532, 85), (0.707107,−0.707107), (−0.707107,−0.707107), (0.707107, 0.707107)
F (520, 57)
G,TG (557, 20), (1, 0)
Line H (602, t) for all t
I,TI (546, 128), (−1, 0)
J,TJ (497, 114), (−0.857493,−0.514496)
K,TK (447, 84), (−0.857493,−0.514496)
L,TL (358, 73), (−0.957826, 0.287348), (−0.071247,−0.997459)
M,TM (357, 59), (−0.071247,−0.997459)
N,TN (343, 47), (−0.999992,−0.00411519)
O,TO (100, 46), (−0.999992,−0.00411519)
P,TP (79, 66), (0.0256326, 0.999671)
Q,TQ (80, 105), (0.0256326, 0.999671), (−1, 0)
R,TR (1, 105), (−1, 0), (0,−1)
SA (553, 92)
SB , TSB (582, 61), (0,−1)
SC (557, 36)
SD , TSD (537, 54), (0, 1)
SE (552,74)
SF , TSF (568, 60), (0,−1)
SG (557, 20)
SH ,TSH (550, 59), (0, 1)
SI ,TSI (555, 66), (1, 0)
Table 3
Details of the biarcs in Figs. 14 and 15
Segment Type of curve Remarks
AB Line segment
BC Biarc Middle value of parameter chosen
CD Line segment
DE Biarc Middle value of parameter chosen
EG Biarc Passes through F
GI Biarc Tangent to vertical line H
IJ Biarc Middle value of parameter chosen
JK Line segment
KL Biarc Middle value of parameter chosen
LM Line segment
MN Biarc Middle value of parameter chosen
NO Line segment
OP Biarc Middle value of parameter chosen
PQ Line segment
QR Line segment
RA Line segment
ESB Biarc Passes through SA
SBSD Biarc Passes through SC
SDSF Biarc Passes through SE
SF SH Biarc Passes through SG
SHSI Biarc Middle value of parameter chosen
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to pass. The heavy line on the right is a constraint, a line of tangency. Table 2 gives the values of the points, tangents,
and tangent line. Table 3 gives details of the curve segments used.
5. Conclusions
The full range of the one-parameter family of biarcs that interpolates enhanced G1 Hermite data is given. Further,
it is shown how to select the unique biarc that passes through a given point (if that is possible), and how to select the
unique biarc that lies on one side of and is tangent to a given straight line (if that is possible). All the calculations use
explicit formulas; there are no non-linear equations to solve.
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